Sight Line

An improved system for signing street works

Foreword
To get around our towns and cities safely and conﬁdently blind
and partially sighted people rely on good design and consistency
in the pedestrian environment. Some of the most hazardous
environments are created when routes are unexpectedly disrupted
by streetworks. While sighted pedestrians are given information
about diversions visual clues are of little or no help to those who
are visually impaired. That’s why RLSB has been delighted to be
able to support this exciting project with our partners at the Royal
College of Art Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design. The project has
produced clear evidenced based proposals to improve the design
of the pedestrian barrier systems at streetworks so that they provide
clear tactile information and are easier to negotiate for blind and
partially sighted people. Sighted pedestrians would also beneﬁt: the
introduction of digital registration into the design would provide
useful information about the duration of the disruption to their
routes. We would now call upon contractors, commissioners and
suppliers to take up the challenge of utilising these ﬁndings and to
make streets more accessible for all pedestrians.

Tom Pey
Chief Executive
RLSB
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Introduction
This report describes an improved system of signing street works developed by the Royal College of
Art Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design and RLSB (Royal London Society for Blind People).
The system is intended to make it easier for people with vision impairments to navigate, with
minimum changes to current equipment and practice. It has been tested on a real London street by
13 people with vision impairment, 11 of whom found it useful compared to the current system.
The system communicates useful information on three levels:
•

High contrast visual information is available to those with usable sight.

•

Tactile information is provided for those that would ﬁnd it useful.

•

Details of the works site are logged in a cloud database by the operative when the signs
are put out. This information is available to operatives responsible for the deployment of
equipment and to pedestrians and motorists through their GPS devices or smart phones
based on GPS tags, RFID tags and QR codes

It address three problems encountered by people with vision impairment at street works sites.
•

The ‘PEDESTRIANS’ sign is made accessible, decluttering the site and converting it from a
dangerous obstruction into a useful source of information

•

Visual and tactile delineation lets people know which side of the barriers they should be on

•

Signs and barriers combine to give a clear line that can be followed past the works, with the
second sign marking the end.

This report details the process of research and development which resulted in the system and the
testing that has taken place. It also contains a full technical description of the completed system.
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Part 1: Project Background
The Sight Line project started as a collaboration between the RCA Helen Hamlyn Centre for
Design and CABE Space, part of the Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment. It was
conducted between October 2009 and September 2010. The project used the prevailing challenges
to the orthodoxy of street design, as an opportunity to reassess how the needs of people with vision
impairment are addressed in the design of our streets, especially those in London.
The core of the research was an ethnographic study of how eight Londoners with vision impairment
navigate their local environments. Project participants were shadowed on a journey they regularly
made unaccompanied. They were asked to describe how they were orientating themselves and their
feelings at various points in their journey.

Novel mapping techniques were used to link participants’ experiences with spatial locations. A
further level of mapping was used to describe the extent to which diﬀerent participants relied on
diﬀerent sources of information at diﬀerent scales. [1]
Inspection of these Navigation Resource Diagrams illustrates the diversity of diﬀerent navigational
cues used by diﬀerent people with vision impairment. It also reveals some striking similarities.
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Compared to sighted street users, people with vision impairments rely far more on their memory
of an area to navigate. Memory is used at a much smaller spatial scale, with people often relying
on a very speciﬁc sequence of closely spaced cues to ﬁnd their way. This means that unpredictable
changes to the streetscape can have a severely detrimental eﬀect on their ability to navigate. A
diversion of only a few metres can cause someone to become totally disorientated.
The most common sources of unpredictable changes to the streetscape are street works. On several
of the research journeys street works were encountered and caused signiﬁcant confusion and
distress to the participants.

The ﬁrst phase of the Sight Line project was focused on commentary about the design of streets as
a whole and resulted in a publication which sought to improve urban design practice. The second
phase of the project, carried out in partnership with the Royal London Society for Blind People,
sought to deliver product-design based improvements to navigation provision for people with vision
impairment. It was apparent that the apparatus and operations around street works presented the
best opportunity to use the available product design resources to make our streets easier to navigate.

Street Works in the UK (theory)
Procedures for ensuring the safety of the public around streetworks are subject to numerous
inﬂuences, including legislation, design and operation manuals, training, contractor and operator
practice, diﬀerent types of equipment and of course site conditions. The illustration below
summarises the interplay between these factors which are then described in detail in the following
sections.
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Legislation and Manuals
The legislation and manuals applicable to street works are surveyed in detail in Appendix1 . The
relevant pieces of legislation are the ‘New Roads and Street Works Act 1991’, the ‘Traﬃc Signs
Regulations and General Directions 2002’ and to a lesser extent the ‘Equality Act 2010’ and the ‘Health
and Safety at Work act 1974’. The two major pieces of legislation have accompanying manuals. The
small and approachable ‘Safety at Street Works and Road Works; A Code of Practice’ accompanies the
‘New Roads and Street Works Act’ whilst ‘Traﬃc Signs and General Directions’ is accompanied by the
monumental ‘Traﬃc Signs Manual’ of which Chapter 8 Parts 1 and 2 are applicable.
Below, in summary, are fundamental legal requirements of street works safety apparatus, controlled
by these laws and manuals. Any arrangement of equipment at street works in the UK must meet
these requirements:
•

Prevent pedestrians falling into excavations and/or coming into contact with stored plant or
materials and vehicular traﬃc.

•

Include, on any side exposed to vehicular traﬃc, a retro-reﬂective red and white striped band
of at least 150mm depth in conjunction with traﬃc cones or speciﬁc vehicle barriers.

•

Include, on any side exposed to pedestrians, a handrail at between 1m and 1.2m above
ground level and a tapping rail with its lower edge up to 200mm above ground level, both of
which should be at least 150mm in depth. These may be any colour but the handrail should
be ‘visible’ or have a ‘visibility band’ hanging near it. Any base elements should not protrude
more than 300mm on the pedestrian side.

•

In busy areas, where excavations are over 300mm in depth, handrails and base elements
should be at least 300mm clear of the excavation and be compliant with BS 7818
“Speciﬁcation for pedestrian systems in metal”.

In addition they should satisfy this ‘key question’ found at the beginning of the most relevant manual
‘Safety At Street Works and Road Works: A Code of Practice’:
“Will someone coming along the road or footway from any direction understand exactly what is
happening and what is expected of them?” [2]
While the equipment currently used (i.e. barriers, in combination with signs described in Schedule
12) meets these criteria in respect of sighted people, its eﬀectiveness with respect to people with
vision impairment is less certain. This leaves open the possibility that current practice is in breach of
the Equality Act and, on this basis, presents a signiﬁcant opportunity for improvement.
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Training
There are two training courses pertaining to the setting up of street works safety apparatus. ‘NRSWA
Signing, Lighting and Guarding Unit 002’ is designed to familiarises the operatives undertaking
street works with the requirements set out in the red book, ‘NRSWA Signing, Lighting and Guarding.’
‘Supervisors Unit 010’ which is part of the week long course to obtain a ‘street ticket’, must be held
by the person in charge of a street works site. Each of these courses lasts for one day, usually with a
theoretical session in the morning and a practical session, on a real street, in the afternoon.

People
The conﬁguration of pedestrian safety equipment relies to a signiﬁcant degree on the discretion of
the people putting it up. This was conﬁrmed during an interview with some street works operatives
at a site in East London.
“It’s down to my decision... It’s common sense really... He’s (the junior operative) seen it so many
times, how I do it, he could do it himself” [3]
The last statement indicates how, in the absence of prescriptive guidance, diﬀerent cultures of
arranging the equipment can develop amongst groups of operatives.

Equipment
There are broadly four types of barrier system commonly used for street works.
Post and Plank Systems
These conform most closely with what is described
in the Traﬃc Signs Manual and consist of vertical
posts between which horizontal planks can be
attached to serve the functions of handrail and
taping rail. They are light weight and easy to store
but take longer to put up than one-piece barriers.
Planks with retro-reﬂective red and white stripes are
usually used.
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Moulded Plastic One-piece Barriers
These are quicker to deploy than the post and plank
systems and are either blow or injection moulded.
They usually have weighted feet which can be
rotated so they are parallel to the barrier when In
storage. Some versions have linking features built in
whilst others are connected using separate plastic
clips. The bodies of the barriers can be a variety of
colours, often the corporate colour of the contractor
owning them. They usually have a red and white
striped retro-reﬂective sticker strip placed near the
top on one side.
Steel One-piece Barriers
These are often used for crowd control in non street
works situations where they are usually left in their
galvanised ﬁnish. When used for demarcating street
works they are usually polyester powder coated in a
highly visible colour and usually have a red and white
striped plank attached near the top on one side. They
are usually joined together with steel clamps.

Steel Fencing
In busy areas where excavations are deep the
safety apparatus must conform to BS 7818. In these
situations a steel-temporary fence system is usually
used. These are usually formed from large size mesh
panels which slot into cast concrete base sections.
Sometimes red and white striped planks are hung on
the panels.
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Street Works in London
Having understood how the diﬀerent factors that aﬀect the arrangement of street works safety
equipment interact, we now examine the results of this interaction at actual street works sites. A
survey was conducted on three days in November and December 2011 of street works in three areas
of London, the East between Whitechapel and Leyton, the West between Kilburn and Chelsea and
the centre between Liverpool Street and Soho. Geotagged photographs were taken of all street
works aﬀecting the footway encountered during the survey. These are available at the links below.
East
West
Centre
Overall 100 discrete sites were surveyed. Of those, seven were found to have basic safety issues
which could allow someone with sight loss to come into contact with excavations. These were
usually gaps between barriers, or barriers that had fallen over or were not correctly placed. Of these,
one was viewed by the author to be of serious danger to a pedestrian with sight loss (pictured below
left).

Unguarded excavation

Sign directing pedestrians into works

At 56 of the sites, attempts had been made to use signage to direct pedestrians. However, the way
in which this was done was highly variable, with everything from dual-carriageway type road signs to
laminated pieces of paper used. At very few of the sites could the signage be followed, even by fully
sighted people.
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At nine sites controlled crossings had been removed from service. Of these, four were blocked
oﬀ with barriers on both sides, while others were only blocked on one side. Only one had the
yellow pedestrian control boxes covered in the correct manner. In general, the layout of the safety
equipment and signage, and the quality of the equipment itself, was highly variable.

Crossing closed correctly

Crossing blocked on far side with no warning

8%
7%

44%

10%

Percentage of sites using
each barrier type from
London Street Works Survey
(100 sites)

11%
20%

Vision Impairment
Vision impairment aﬀects approximately 2 million people in the UK, and is particularly common
among older people, with as many as one in ﬁve people over the age of 75 aﬀected.
Among the most damaging of consequences of vision impairment is social isolation as a
consequence of people not leaving their homes because of their anxiety about safety, for example,
colliding with obstacles while walking along the pavement.
Anyone who is assessed by an ophthalmologist as having permanent vision impairment that aﬀects
their ability to hold down a job, look after themselves or participate in leisure activities will be
registered by their local authority as ‘blind’ or ‘partially sighted’ depending on their level of residual
vision.
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Codes, Complaints and Feedback
The original Sight Line report proposed that digital technology could be used to convey information
about potential hazards at speciﬁc locations and sites to those responsible for the design and
maintenance of streets. It was suggested that this would contribute to the overarching objective of
more inclusive streets. Several recent developments in this area are relevant to the project.
The Mayor of London’s Roadworks Pledge
On the 21st of September 2011 the Mayor of London announced a new ‘Roadworks Pledge’,
according to this all roadworks in London should:
Be tidy and safe with a clutter-free site so it is safe for pedestrians, cyclists and other road
users.
Always explain what’s happening through detailed, clear and consistent signage.
Always have activity on site or, if not, explain why (for example if concrete is drying).
Take up as little road / pavement space as possible with a compact working area and
eliminating the unnecessary use of cones, safety barriers and storage of materials.
Help keep London moving by working outside peak hours, re-opening the road to traﬃc at
peak times and, where this is not possible, working 24/7 or extended hours to complete works
as quickly as possible. Diversion routes should be clearly signed. [4]

Report IT Promotional Sign

This was accompanied by a “new online reporting tool” called ‘Report It’ which allows Londoners to
report any roadworks that do not follow the Roadworks Pledge. Report it consists of a web-based
tool, accessible from the TfL website that allows a report to be made and linked with an address
or a location picked from a map. In the report a series of check boxes are available such as ‘site
unattended’ or ‘lack of signage’; other details can be added as can supporting images. Once ﬁled,
reports can be tracked. Report It is also Twitter compatible allowing Twitter users to tweet reports
@report_it, using Twitter’s built in GPS functionality to work out the location when GPS is available.
[5]
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Fix My Street
Fix My Street is a service originally produced by mySociety and the Young Foundation and launched
in 2007. It works in a similar way to the Report IT system with a web based reporting tool with
address search or map clicking function, some pre-deﬁned fault options, a more open ﬁeld and the
option of adding a photograph. Apps are also available for iPhone, Android and Symbian. The site
automatically sends a message to the council responsible for the location anywhere in the UK. The
site is widely used with several thousand reports a month. [6]

Opportunity
It is apparent that streetworks safety equipment, as it is currently designed and deployed, does
not eﬀectively enable someone with vision impairment coming along the footway to “understand
exactly what is happening and what is expected of them” to quote the ‘Key Question’ in the Red Book
[2]. Because of this it is likely to be in breach of the Equality Act.

In addition, as is evidenced by the street survey, when it comes to pedestrians the streetworks
of London are failing to “Always explain what’s happening through detailed, clear and consistent
signage” as detailed in the Mayor’s Roadworks Pledge . [4]
It is proposed that the design changes to address the particular needs of people with a vision
impairment should, therefore, beneﬁt all pedestrians, not just those with vision impairment.
The proliferation of smartphones, with improving accessibility features, provides an opportunity to
add a further layer of communication to any new pieces of equipment. However, any modiﬁcations
should augment, rather than replace, other communication channels.
In addition, new online reporting and monitoring systems provide an opportunity to include
digital functionality into this equipment that would allow those responsible for its deployment to
conveniently provide information on site conﬁguration, installation date and anticipated duration of
streetworks.
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Part 2: Development

Street Works Observation Session
The observation session was designed to gather feedback from vision impaired people about the
their experience of equipment that incorporated the new design features.
A group of seven people with vision impairment recruited by RLSB participated in an observational
research exercise in Canning Town on the 1st and 2nd of February 2012. Canning Town was
selected because signiﬁcant street works were taking place there at the time, with several diﬀerent
companies, types of equipment and set-ups involved.
A course was identiﬁed including various kinds of street works. It began with an obstruction on the
building line, followed by a controlled crossing where temporary traﬃc lights were in operation. This
was followed by larger building line obstruction and then a complex set-up where a footway was
created between two sets of excavations. The route ended at another temporary controlled crossing.
More conﬁdent participants were taken on an extended route which involved approaching and
crossing another temporary controlled crossing.
Participants were asked to describe their experiences and how they were feeling throughout the
journey. A journey map was created linking key quotations from each participant to locations on the
journey.
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Key Insights:
For participants with some residual vision, the main problem was their inability to see particular
features of the streetworks. Some mentioned problems with Harris Fencing (part of the ﬁrst
obstruction) at other sites and appreciated the high visibility panel on the Harris fencing at the ﬁrst
site. Few were able to access the information on the pedestrian signs and all mentioned that they
would like more warning when approaching street works.
For participants with little or no residual vision, diﬀerentiating the street works safety apparatus from
other streetscape elements was a problem. None of them were able to access the pedestrian signs
and some experienced diﬃculties determining in which direction to go when street works were
encountered. Several of these participants were observed to follow the line of an obstruction with
the back of their hand, especially if it was not on their cane side.
The temporary controlled crossings presented signiﬁcant problems for all participants. The majority
of those with some residual vision assumed that the ﬁrst one was closed because the yellow control
boxes were behind barriers. Those with less residual vision had no way of locating the yellow boxes
at all.

Street Works Operatives Shadowing
A team from Enterprise Mouchel who currently hold the Southeast area term maintenance contract
for the TfL Tactical Road Network were shadowed on 9th of February. The team consisted of an
older operative who had been doing street works for approximately 20 years and a younger one
with 3 years experience. They were observed setting up and conducting three maintenance jobs
and interviewed informally throughout the day. The process of setting-up and conducting a simple
footway maintenance job is shown in the following chart.
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Identifying fault

Setting out pedestrian
signs

Setting out barriers

Filling in information
board*

Setting out information
signs*

Finishing barriers

Setting out cones

Preparing materials

Excavating broken
paving slabs

Removing waste from
site

Bringing in sand

Bring in new paving
slabs

Spreading sand

Pounding paving slab

Spreading crack-ﬁlling
sand

Filling cracks

Bringing in cones

Bringing in barriers

Bringing in pedestrian
signs

Photographing
completed repair

* Requirement of Mayor’s
Roadworks Pledge

Administration

Information

Safety

Works

Key Insights
The operatives took their duty towards vulnerable pedestrians seriously and took care to set out their
signs and barriers carefully.
The Mayor’s Roadworks Pledge required them to set out two extra signs, one of which had to have
details written on to it each time it was deployed. This represented an additional constraint on time
and payload.
Paperwork was carried detailing each job which was logged, with the photos, by the teams
supervisor back at the depot at the end of the day.
Space and payload on their vehicle is limited. It was important to them that all signage and barriers
folded ﬂat, be lightweight and ﬂexible.
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NRSWA Unit 002 Training
The author attended the training course, entitled New Roads and Street Works Act Unit 002 Signing
Lighting and Guarding, which must be completed by all street works operatives. The course was
convened by an experienced highways engineer and took place in a rural location outside Braintree
in Essex on 20th of February 2012. The other course attendees were all highways engineers from
Essex County Council who were attending so they could inspect street works being carried out on
their behalf.
Key Insights
There are two systems for enforcing good conduct by street works operatives; a paperwork penalty
system that keeps track of their time on site, and site inspections by representatives of the highway
authority. What is acceptable in terms of signing and guarding varies signiﬁcantly between highways
authorities.
“If people contract in Essex they will get an idea of how people do things in Essex. If you go to
Manchester you need to ask the highways authority how things are done there.”
The general principles of looking after pedestrians especially those with disabilities were made
clear but speciﬁc guidance on how to do this was not included. No pedestrian signs or ramps were
provided during the practical part of the course.
Much emphasis was placed on the liability of street works operatives should motor vehicle accidents
occur at works with incorrect signing and guarding.
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Alpha Design
Based on insights from the research an initial design/system concept for improved street works was
generated. This design was presented to the engineer running the NRSWA training course, as well
as at a monthly meeting of the London Rehabilitation Oﬃcers Forum on the 17th of February 2012.
The training engineer expressed conﬁdence that it would be straightforward to teach the set-up of
such a system as part of the course. The rehabilitation oﬃcers responded positively, were conﬁdent
that they could teach such a system to their service users, and recommended some design changes,
most notably that the body of the pedestrian signs be yellow.

Alpha Prototype and Testing
A full working prototype of the alpha design was constructed. This comprised a set of 6 barriers with
a ‘safe side’ demarcated by a strip of yellow and blue triangles with tactile dimples. Two pedestrian
signs units were made to a new design featuring attachment to the barriers, a higher positioning
of the sign, tactile direction information and a QR code with a tactile boarder. An iPhone was
used in the test with an app that read out a description of the obstruction when the QR code was
successfully scanned. Three project participants took part in the test, and experienced long cane user
in her 20s, a man in his 70s who uses primarily his residual sight to navigate and a man in his 50s who
is awaiting long cane training.
18

Set-ups

Control set-up with standard equipment

Prototype set-up with modiﬁed/new
equipment

User Feedback
All three participants were able to understand and use the system, once it had been explained to
them. They all felt that it represented an improvement compared to the existing equipment (set up
also as a control). They were all able to use the iPhone to scan the QR code, using the tactile border
to orientate it.
“My initial thought would be to just try and work it out myself but if you had the app then it would
be useful wherever you go”
“If I knew that things like this [tactile information] was on there then I would feel more at ease but I
don’t want to be touching it if there’s nothing on there”
[The sign] “It’s cane level, if you hit it then you know to come up here basically”
“I felt it but I would have to slow down to absorb all of the information, you have to slow down to
make sure you are always at the height of the indicators”
“I think it would be practical if they were next to each other [QR code and tactile indicator]. If I get the
barcode then I would look instinctively for the chevron”
[Tactile dots on barriers] “I think it’s pretty good because you don’t know otherwise which way to go”
[Dots] “You could do with a few more of them in between”
“If somebody had opened up a barrier and you had walked outside the safe zone so having the
indicators is good because it will just give you that peace of mind to say that well I haven’t wandered
outside what is considered to be the safe zone.”
“Could it let you know where you’ve actually ﬁnished? It needs to tell you where you’ve come back so
you’re not searching around looking for something that tells you I’ve come to this particular part.”
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Alpha Prototype Wider Consultation
A document describing the Alpha prototype and the digital registration system that would work
around it was produced and circulated for feedback from various stake holders on the administrative,
regulatory and operational sides of the street works system.
A senior member of staﬀ working on streets at TfL proposed integration with the central TfL
Geographic Information System for the digital system which would enable the relevant permit
number to be ‘pushed’ at the contractor based on their location. He also emphasised the importance
of making any digital registration system as simple and quick as possible to minimise the disruption
for the contractor.
Four senior civil servants at the Department for Transport, from the traﬃc engineering, traﬃc signing,
street works policy and inclusive mobility teams held a joint review session on the 11th of May 2012.
They felt that the ‘saw tooth’ modiﬁcation to the barrier would require approval as a new sign and in
this case it would be easier to approve if the colours were yellow and black rather than yellow and
dark blue. They raised concerns about the presence of QR codes on a sign, though there was some
discussion of where the ‘sign’ element of a structure ended and the support, or object to which it
was attached, began.
They also raised concerns about the robustness of the system to operator error and asked the
question of whether less information might be better than potentially inaccurate information.
A pair of ‘proof of concept’ apps, that demonstrated how the digital registration system would
work, were developed for the author’s Android hand set . These consisted of one app used by the
contractor to log the works based on the QR codes on the signs and some simple graphical check
boxes, saving the information to the cloud. A second app allowed this information to be retrieved
from the cloud and read out to the user when one of the QR codes was scanned.
The prototype description document and the apps were taken for review by four groups of street
works operatives on May 14th and 15th 2012.
The ﬁrst group, working on Morning Lane in Hackney were not receptive to the new design.
However, they did not believe the existing barriers and signs were at all useful and believed that
people should be capable of avoiding excavations.
“Too much Health and Safety have ruined it [the street works business], it was better before”
The other three groups, working on Broadway Market, Whitechapel High Street and on Lothbury in
the City reacted positively to the proposed system though raised concerns about wind loading on
the signs and the tactile markings being damaged when the barriers are picked up by a grabber arm
to be loaded onto a lorry.
“Once you’d been trained that would be all right”
“Wouldn’t slow you down at all”
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Beta Prototype
Based on all the feedback on the Alpha prototype a new design was developed incorporating the
following modiﬁcations:
•

All the tactile information was moved so it was all at the same height, allowing it to be more
easily followed. The QR code and tactile arrow were brought together

•

The overall proﬁle of the sign was made smaller to reduce wind loading, leaving a cruciform
shaped object that allowed contact with both the barriers and the ground to maximum
stability, and also the option of being free standing

•

The steel ‘sound plate’ was removed as it did not prove useful in the user test.

This design was prototyped in the Royal College of Art’s workshop, predominantly from vacuum
formed high impact polystyrene.
The design is pictured below and consisted of the following major changes compared to the
traditional lay-out (diﬀerences pictured on the next page):

•

A new strip is added on the reverse side of the barriers from the red and white visibility strip.
The new strip contains a line of raised tactile dots and a prominent yellow and dark blue saw
tooth pattern easily identiﬁable by people with low vision allowing them to determine if they
are on the correct side of the barriers.

•

The ‘PEDESTRIANS’ arrow sign, traditionally a low-level ‘A’ frame design which presents a trip
hazard and potential source of a broken cane for some people with vision impairments, is
replaced with a new design. The new design is attached to the barriers, to be out of the way
of people’s canes and feet, and contains a tactile direction arrow which is at the same height
as the tactile dots on the barriers.

•

The alignment of the dots and the tactile arrows allow people who are following the line of
the dots to easily determine where the works start and end.
These Prototypes underwent a full user test .
21

Photographs of the two street works set-ups used in
the user test. The key differences between them are
shown in colour
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Real World User Test
In order to evaluate the extent to which the prototype equipment could assist people with vision
impairment to safely navigate streetworks, a ‘real world’ user test was carried out on a London street
on June 14th and 15th 2012.
Methodology
Two sets of ‘dummy’ street works were erected at two similar sites on the footway between 187 and
201 Vauxhall Bridge Road. Each set comprised two pedestrian signs, six orange plastic pedestrian
barriers and two orange traﬃc cones arranged in a similar layout.
One set represented the ‘traditional’ street works signage system and used equipment loaned by
Ringway Jacobs. The other set represented the ‘modiﬁed’ street works signage system described
earlier.
Test participants were recruited through the networks of the RLSB and Action for Blind People as
well as the London Visual Impairment Forum. Three participants were registered partially sighted and
ten registered blind. One of the participants was a guide dog user, ﬁve were long cane users (one of
these was a usual guide dog user who conducted the test using their long cane instead of their dog)
and seven were people who did not use a mobility aid, relying primarily on their residual sight.
Test participants were briefed about the nature of the test and asked for consent for their
participation and for the capturing of their image and views. They were informed that they would
be encountering two street works setups and a description of the ‘modiﬁed’ system (available in
Appendix 2 ) was read out.
Test participants were led to the building line three to ﬁve metres ahead of one of the street works
setups and asked to walk along the building and negotiate the works. After they had successfully
negotiated the works, they were asked to rate their level of discomfort on a scale of one to ﬁve
where ‘one’ is totally comfortable and ‘ﬁve’ is very uncomfortable. They were then asked to continue
through the other set of works and again asked to rate their level of discomfort on a scale of one to
ﬁve.
Three participants encountered the ‘modiﬁed’ set up ﬁrst, ten encountered the ‘traditional’ set up ﬁrst.
Closer balancing of the order in which the two sets ups were presented was not possible due to the
site conditions.
Participants were asked if they noticed any diﬀerences between the two setups and how they
aﬀected them. After providing this feedback participants were led to one of the signs at the ‘modiﬁed’
works and the system was explained to them again with reference to the physical artefacts. They
were then invited to give feedback..
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Results
Throughout the test a mixture of qualitative and quantitative information was collected with
participants being invited to rate their comfort on a ﬁve point scale, as well as answer open questions
on their experiences. The whole test was captured on video. In all cases where there was a diﬀerence
in the ‘comfort ratings’ for the two sets of equipment, the new prototype design was preferred. The
mean diﬀerence in discomfort level experienced when navigating the two sets of streetworks was
calculated by subtracting the lower number from the higher one for each participant and then
taking the mean of these diﬀerences for the group in question.

Of the 13 participants, 11 felt that the ‘modiﬁed’ setup would be useful to them in comparison to
the ‘traditional’ setup, once the system had been explained to them. The two participants who did
not feel the system would be useful to them had the greatest residual sight (both were registered
partially sighted).
“I think it’s so much easier to use than the ﬁrst one we walked through. Given a choice this would
deﬁnitely be my preference as a visually impaired person”
- guide dog user
“I would say this would be better, yes I think if I’m in a strange area I’d not been to I’d look for anything
I can use. If roadworks had tactile I’d probably use it”
- long cane user
“It’s very useful, letting you know where you should be is very important, especially to a road, so you
know the safe zone” - residual sight user
“For those that are less conﬁdent I think this would provide them with more conﬁdence when
travelling alone” - long cane user
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Four participants registered a measurable diﬀerence in comfort levels between the two setups at the
ﬁrst encounter, all four of them feeling more comfortable using the ‘modiﬁed’ setup. Two of these
participants were long cane users, one was a guide dog user and one was a residual sight user. The
mean diﬀerence in comfort levels for those four was 1.6 out of 5.

Four participants mentioned a preference for the ‘modiﬁed’ setup at the ﬁrst encounter because the
sign did not get in their way. Two of these participants were long cane users and two were residual
sight users.
“Feels a bit safer, I like the sign, the way it’s made because it doesn’t look like it’s going to get in your
way” - residual sight user
“There wasn’t any complexity which would put you in danger of hurting yourself” - long cane user
Four participants mentioned a preference for the ‘modiﬁed’ setup at the ﬁrst encounter because the
colours and graphics allowed them to see the works more clearly. One of these participants was a
guide dog user, one was a long cane user and two were residual sight users.
“The yellow gave me some deﬁnition of the shape of what we were walking past” - guide dog user
“The yellow and the black was better for me” - long cane user
“It’s clearer, makes it more visible” - residual sight user
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Two participants located and understood the tactile dots on the barriers (based on the initial verbal
description) and were reassured by them. Both of these participants were long cane users.
“I’ve got a line of dots, and on the other side, so I know I am in a safe passage... Having been told in
advance that was going to guide me along a safe route, that was a good comfort factor there” - long
cane user
“The dots on the inside did provide some reassurance, but only because I knew what the coding was”
- long cane user
Five participants mentioned the importance of appropriate information distribution or training if the
‘modiﬁed’ system were implemented. Three of these participants were long cane users and two were
residual sight users.
“I felt like I did have to have it explained to me a little bit. There were elements you’d explained in the
room that didn’t quite click until we were on site and you explained them again.” - long cane user
“The design will have to be demonstrated to people to explain what it means and how to keep
themselves safe” - long cane user
“If you were going to implement the system and you educate people to know that’s what to be
done, then that’s ﬁne” - residual sight user
“If this is adopted you would need to publicise it and have a nationally consistent coding system”
- long cane user
The guide dog user who participated in the test is also an experienced mobility trainer. In her view
she could
“deﬁnitely teach someone to use this system when I was training for mobility because they can trail
the tactile information with the hand they had free. It would give people a bit of conﬁdence knowing
where it started and ended.”
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Test Conclusions
The test produced a great deal of qualitative evidence in support of the usefulness of the prototype
design. In general, the participants with the least residual sight found the system the most useful.
In addition, diﬀerent users appeared to use and appreciate diﬀerent elements and sources of
information validating the multi-channel approach taken in the design process. Even without the
extra information, the change in form of the pedestrian sign alone appears to be a signiﬁcant beneﬁt
to people with vision impairments who ﬁnd the current sign a hazard.
After hearing only the verbal description, and navigating the two set of equipment under controlled
conditions, four participants expressed a clear preference for the new system. After hearing an in-situ
explanation of the two sets of equipment, 11 participants preferred the new system. No participants
preferred the existing set-up.
Notwithstanding these positive ﬁndings, further testing, with a larger sample, in fully controlled
conditions, is needed to provide more robust evidence of the beneﬁts of the prototype design.
The digital part of the system was deemed too complex to trial as part of the real world user test.
However, all visually impaired smart phone users to whom it has been demonstrated expressed great
excitement. This aspect of system also has beneﬁts to a much wider group than people with vision
impairments, most notably motorists seeking to avoid delays.
Based on ﬁndings from the real world user test and the expert feedback, some minor modiﬁcations
have been made to the design. These are a change to the colour of the barrier strips, from dark blue
to black, to ease the sign approval process, and a change to the shape of the tactile arrow to increase
contrast and make identiﬁcation easier. The design is described dimensionally on page 28

Next Steps
A most signiﬁcant question that still remains regards how the system would work when
implemented by actual contractor personnel. This encompasses both the reliability of the set-up over
an extended period of time and the impact of deploying the physical and digital parts of the system
on the contractor’s workﬂow. The best way to answer this question would be to run a pilot of the
equipment, over an extended period, with a group of contractor personnel. If this pilot were to take
place around a single extended project, in a particular locality, there would also be an opportunity
to engage with local visually impaired people and the local authority sensory impairment team, to
provide further validation.
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System Overview

Digital System
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Proof of Concept Street Works Registration App

The operative launches the app
and scans the QR codes or RFID
tags on the signs at either end of
the works. The app stores each
sign’s URL and GPS coordinates

Once both signs have been
logged the operative may move
to the next screen

The operative inputs the duration
of the works and their physical
length

The operative inputs the type of
footway obstruction by choosing
from a list

The operative inputs the type
of carriageway obstruction by
choosing from a list

The site details that have been
logged to the cloud can be viewed
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System In Use Visualisations
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Appendix 1
Survey of legislation and manuals relating to street works

Legislation
Currently there are two pieces of legislation which primarily control street works arrangements. The
more important is the ‘New Roads and Street Works Act 1991’. (NRSW) This states that:
“1)An undertaker executing street works shall secure—
(a)that any part of the street which is broken up or open, or is obstructed by plant or materials used or
deposited in connection with the works, is adequately guarded and lit, and
(b)that such traﬃc signs are placed and maintained, and where necessary operated, as are
reasonably required for the guidance or direction of persons using the street,having regard, in
particular, to the needs of people with a disability.”
To help the undertaker to do this the act also states that:
“(3)The Secretary of State may issue or approve for the purposes of this section codes of practice
giving practical guidance as to the matters mentioned in subsection (1); and—
(a)so far as an undertaker complies with such a code of practice he shall be taken to comply with that
subsection; and
(b)a failure in any respect to comply with any such code is evidence of failure in that respect to comply
with that subsection.” [7]
Fines up to ‘Level 3’, currently £1000 [8], can be imposed on an undertaker who fails to perform these
duties or anyone who
“takes down, alters or removes any fence, barrier, traﬃc sign or light erected or placed in pursuance of
subsection (1) or (2) above” , [7]
These responsibilities are imposed by section 124 of the Act in Scotland and by article 25 of the
equivalent ‘Street Works (Northern Ireland) Order 1995’.
The other signiﬁcant legislation is the ‘Traﬃc Signs Regulations and General Directions 2002’. This
‘permits’ the use of the all of the diﬀerent signs and signals found on British roads in their various
appropriate contexts. There are a series of Schedules to the Regulations which include illustrations of
these permitted elements. Schedule 12, Parts I and II are relevant to street works. Part I contains the
warning signs including those for pedestrians such as those with white writing on a red background
which are shown opposite.
Part II pertains to ‘road works deliniators and barriers’ and includes the red and white striped band
that is used to ‘mark the length or road closed to traﬃc or to guide traﬃc past an obstruction’ as well
as the ubiquitous traﬃc cone.
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[15]

[16]

The ‘Health and Safety at Work Act 1974’ and the ‘Equality Act 2010’ are also applicable to street works
but contain no provisions or duties speciﬁc to the context.
The ‘Health and Safety at Work Act’ imposes a duty on employers “to protect their employees from
dangers to their health and safety, and to protect others who might be aﬀected by the work activity
(e.g. passing pedestrians and motorists)” [11]. This requirement is consistent with those made under
the ‘New Roads and Street Works Act’.
In Section 149 the ‘Equality Act’ states that public authorities must, in the exercise of their functions,
have due regard to the needs of people with protected characteristics. This includes
“(3)Having due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity between persons who share
a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not share it involves having due regard, in
particular, to the need to—
(a)remove or minimise disadvantages suﬀered by persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic that are connected to that characteristic;
(b)take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected characteristic that are
diﬀerent from the needs of persons who do not share it;
(c)encourage persons who share a relevant protected characteristic to participate in public life or in
any other activity in which participation by such persons is disproportionately low.
(4)The steps involved in meeting the needs of disabled persons that are diﬀerent from the needs
of persons who are not disabled include, in particular, steps to take account of disabled persons’
disabilities”. [12]
This section, especially parts 3b, 3c and 4 could be read to require changes to at the very least the
standard forms of the pedestrian signs in Schedule 12 Part I which are not accessible to pedestrians
with very low vision. The implications of the Equality Act to these sorts of practical design
considerations have not, to the knowledge of the author, yet been tested in court and could be farreaching.
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Design and Operation Manuals
The two most important pieces of legislation discussed above each have their corresponding
Manuals.
TSM Chapter 8
The Traﬃc Signs Regulations and General Directions have the comprehensive ‘Traﬃc Signs Manual’
which currently runs to seven volumes with at least another still to be written. Two of these volumes
are relevant to ‘road works and temporary situations’, Chapter 8, Parts 1 and 2. Between them they
run to over 500 pages with approximately 8 devoted to pedestrian related considerations. The rest is
focused on vehicular traﬃc with highly prescriptive arrangements of signs and equipment for a wide
variety of circumstances.
In contrast, the guidance relating to pedestrians is of a very general nature. In Part 1 (Design) The
section on ‘Non-motorised road users’ includes recommendations to ‘give detailed consideration
to minimising the impact’ on vulnerable road users, [13] and only put up signs and barriers when
they are required [14]. These stipulations are made using ‘should’ indicating ‘a course of action that is
strongly recommended by the Department’ (for Transport) rather than ‘must’ which would indicate ‘a
legal requirement which must be complied with’
The section dealing speciﬁcally with pedestrians does contain a ‘must’ sating that
“Pedestrians must not be forced into dangerous situations...”
However they merely
“…should be protected from the works and vehicular trafﬁc by means of continuous barriers which
clearly delineate the works and warn pedestrians of their presence.” [16]
In addition the manual states
“Temporary pedestrian ways should never be less than 1 m wide, and wherever possible should be at
least 1.5 m wide. Where the normal pedestrian route is severely interrupted, “route for pedestrians”
signs to diagram 7018 should be provided.” [17]
The ﬁnal relevant stipulation in the Design volume is that
“The “CROSSING NOT IN USE” sign to diagram 7016 should be attached to each post of any type of
pedestrian crossing facility which is temporarily taken out of use; see paragraph D4.6.2. In this case,
the need for alternative crossing facilities should be considered.” [18]
Chapter 8 Part 2 (Operations) carries slightly more detail. In addition to replicating much of the
advice above it also adds some more explicit instructions regarding barriers and cones:
“O3.13.2 Trafﬁc cones must not be used as a barrier system. Pedestrian barrier systems, when placed in
the carriageway, must be separated from the adjacent trafﬁc lane by either trafﬁc cones or temporary
vehicle safety barriers. It is not acceptable to separate pedestrians and vehicular trafﬁc only with
pedestrian barrier.”
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It also adds detail about the maintenance of footway widths:
“Temporary pedestrian routes should be at least 1.5 m wide wherever possible, and should be a
minimum of 1.2 m wide with an absolute minimum of 1.0 m in exceptional circumstances. If sufﬁcient
width cannot be maintained on existing footways then alternative measures should be put in place.
Options include placing a temporary footway in the carriageway, diverting the footway onto a verge
or across the road, or escorting pedestrians through the works using signing and staﬀ.” [19]
People with sight loss are explicitly cited in this section. However, meeting their requirements is
merely a stipulated by ‘may’ which “is used to indicate an option, which requires consideration
depending on the circumstances” [20]
.
“O3.13.6 The special needs of people with visual and other mobility impairments and persons with
prams or wheelchairs should be kept in mind. Protection for people with a visual impairment will
generally require that road works sites should be guarded on those sides accessible to pedestrians.
This is not necessarily restricted to the footway side of the works. Provision may need to be made
for people crossing the road. There must be a pedestrian barrier which may be readily detected by a
visually impaired person using a stick.” [21]
Chapter 8 Part 2 also provides licence for the free colouration of the non signing elements of the
safety equipment, including the posts or bodies of barriers, stating
“The colour on the back of signs is prescribed in direction 41 but the sign frame/post may be any
colour. Frames may therefore be painted a conspicuous colour, e.g. yellow, to delineate the edge of a
sign.” [22]
Later in the manual some more speciﬁc requirements for pedestrian barriers are provided.
“O4.11.7 Pedestrian barriers and rails may be red and white as diagram 7105 with vertical posts
coloured red. Base supports should not protrude more than 300 mm into the path of pedestrians and
any vertical edge should be not more than 25 mm high.”
“O4.11.8 Pedestrian barriers should be of suﬃciently solid construction to guide the blind and partially
sighted. They should have a robust tapping rail ﬁxed at a height of approximately 150 mm above
ground level measured to the underside of the rail and a robust hand rail at a height of between 1.0 m
and 1.2 m measured to the top of the rail. In both cases the rail should be at least 150 mm deep. The
thickness and/or width will depend on the material and construction and will need to be such as to
ensure sufﬁcient strength.”
“O4.11.10 Pedestrian barriers alongside excavations should be the subject of a risk based assessment.
Barriers alongside excavations greater than 300 mm in depth in high duty areas (>22 persons per
minute, per linear metre width, for at least half of the working day) should be able to withstand crowd
pressure and be at least 300 mm clear of the edge of the excavation. These barriers should comply
with BS 7818 “Speciﬁcation for pedestrian systems in metal”. Lesser pedestrian trafﬁcked footways
may use other approved barrier systems that are rigid enough to guard pedestrians from trafﬁc,
excavations, plant and materials and withstand wind
pressures.” [23]
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The Red Book
Compared to the monumental Traﬃc Signs Manual (TSM) the New Roads and Street act has a small
format volume running to only 72 pages entitled ‘Safety at Street Works and Road Works; A Code of
Practice’. Sometimes referred to in the trade as ‘The Red Book’ this is the code of practice mentioned
in section 65, clause 3 of the act. In contrast to the TSM, the code of practice is much less formal being
aimed at the street works operative directly. It is rich in photographs and illustrations and contains
simple, practical advice. In contrast to the style of the body of the book, the foreword contains some
extremely non-committal advice relating to equipment which merits inclusion here in its entirety.
“Traﬃc signs (including cones, cylinders and red and white barrier planks) and other apparatus used
for the control of traﬃc must conform to the Traﬃc Signs Regulations and General Directions, or in
Northern Ireland, the Traﬃc Signs Regulations (NI) in force at the time. In respect of other equipment,
compliance is achieved by conformity with appropriate European or British Standards where they exist
or, alternatively, to a standard or code of practice of a national standards body or equivalent body of
any Member State of the European Economic Area, to a relevant international standard recognised
for use in any Member State, or to a speciﬁcation recognised by a competent public authority of any
Member State, provided that in-use equivalent levels of safety, suitability and ﬁtness for purpose are
met. Equipment of an innovative or traditional nature that does not conform to a recognised standard
or speciﬁcation but which fulﬁls the purpose provided by the appropriate standards is equally
acceptable if, in use, it is safe, suitable and ﬁt for purpose. In judging the suitability of any equipment
oﬀered as equivalent, account must be taken of the need on safety grounds to present consistent visual
information to users of the highway. Equipment other than traﬃc signs does not have to match that
shown in the illustrations, provided these conditions are met.” [24]
Opposite the contents page the Red Book contains the following piece of advice printed in large print
so as to take up a whole page.
“Key Question
Ask yourself this question :
“Will someone coming along the road or footway
from any direction understand exactly what is
happening and what is expected of them?” “ [25]
If this question is regarded through the lens of the Equality Act it could easily be argued that the
equipment currently used fails to perform this function with respect to people with sight loss.
On the subject of the use barriers the Red Book provides the most concise and unambiguous advice
available anywhere. Beneath an illustration of a red and white striped band it states
“Barriers may comprise separate portable post and plank systems, ‘gate frames’ linked together, or
semi-permanent constructions built to enclose the site.”
It describes the three diﬀerent functions ‘barrier planks’ are required to perform.
“1. As a TRAFFIC BARRIER. When a traﬃc lane is closed for works to take place, the regulations require
this to be done with a retroreﬂective red and white barrier plank placed across the lane. This is
illustrated on page 12 as a Traﬃc Barrier (‘Lane Closed’ sign).
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2. As a PEDESTRIAN BARRIER. Pedestrians must be separated from the works by barriers which are
conspicuous and mounted as part of a portable fencing system. Pedestrian barrier planks may be of
several diﬀerent contrasting colours; yellow, white or orange colours are best detected by partially
sighted people, but red and white is one of the acceptable combinations.
3. As a TAPPING RAIL for blind and partially sighted people. Tapping rails are placed as the bottom rail
in a pedestrian fencing system. A red and white barrier plank may be used.” [26]
It re-emphasises that all “barriers facing vehicular traﬃc should be of the fully retroreﬂective red and
white form” but permits any kind to be used for pedestrian barriers or tapping rails. It also points out
that barriers “must be rigid enough to guard pedestrians from traﬃc, excavations, plant or materials”
and positioned to “prevent pedestrians falling into the excavation”. In addition
“Where a work site may be approached by pedestrians crossing the road from the opposite side,
you should place barriers, including tapping rails, all around the excavation, even when
pedestrians are not diverted into the carriageway.” [27]
The red book also sets out a description of the alternative to board-based barrier
system,
“PORTABLE PEDESTRIAN BARRIERS, which may include mesh, should be reasonably rigid, designed to
resist being blown over by the wind or passing traﬃc, and have:
a handral ﬁxed at between 1 metre and 1.2 metres above ground level, which should be
reasonably smooth and rigid to guide pedestrians and give them some measure of support; and a
visibility panel of at least 150mm deep which may be integral with the handrail or, if separate, must
be ﬁxed so that its upper edge is a minimum of 0.9 metres above ground level. A tapping rail (or
equivalent reasonably rigid area if the barrier is a vertically continuous one) of minimum depth of
150mm with a lower edge at ground level or set at up to 200 mm above ground level.” [28]
A section entitled “Works on footways - look after pedestrians” the red book reiterates the
responsibility of the operative to ensure the safety of pedestrians using barriers stating:
“You must take into account the needs of children, elderly people and people with disabilities, having
particular regard for visually impaired people. In order to do this you must provide a suitable barrier
system (see page 18) which safely separates pedestrians from hazards and provides suﬃcient access
for people using wheelchairs and those with prams or pushchairs.” [29]
At works adjacent to pedestrian crossings where the crossing needs to be closed the red book states
that operators should:
“ensure the closure has been authorised by the highway authority
erect ‘Crossing not in use’ signs cover zebra crossing globes or signal heads/buttons, and
any other signal operating device cover (or arrange with the highway authority to remove)
tactile indicators so that visually impaired and deaf people are not misled, especially where
tactile paving has been laid
at signal-controlled crossings, erect ‘Trafﬁc signals not in use’ signs and cover the signal
heads
if the limits of the crossing are obstructed, or the visibility between drivers and
pedestrians/cyclists is reduced to an unacceptable degree, erect barriers across the
accesses to the crossing.” [30]
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Appendix 2
Description of Sight Line System given verbally before user test
On the test you will encounter two sets of simulated street works, one using the normal signs and
barriers and one using signs and barriers modiﬁed to give more information to people with
sight loss.
The modiﬁed street works have some features that have meanings. On the side of the barrier where
you, as a pedestrian, are expected to be there is a line of tactile dots, about half a palms width below
the top. There is also a blue and yellow sawtooth graphic. On the side where you are not expected to
be - the dangerous side - there are no tactile dots and a red and white striped graphic.
Connected to the barriers are two signs pointing the direction pedestrians should take through the
street works. These have tactile arrows which are at the same height as the tactile dots on the barriers.
If you are following the line of dots with the back of your hand, you should come across the tactile
part of the sign. The signs mark the start and end of the street works.
The signs also have a tactile square, to the right of the arrow. Inside this square is a code which can be
read by a smart phone.
We will not be telling you which set of street works you will be encountering ﬁrst so we would
appreciate it if you could explore each one to see if the information described above is available.

This report was written by Ross Atkin and edited by John Harris. It is based on research conducted by Ross
Atkin at the Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design at the Royal College of Art in partnership with John Harris
and Sue Sharp at the Royal London Society for Blind people.
The author would like to thank all of the numerous people who have generously given up their time in
different ways to help make this project happen.
Copyright Royal College of Art and Royal London Society for Blind people, January 2013. All rights
reserved except for the design of physical elements and systems presented on pagess 28 to 31 which is
offered under the Creative Commons ‘Attribution 3.0 Unported’ license (CC BY 3.0).
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A short ﬁlm brieﬂy describing this project can be viewed at the URL below
http://vimeo.com/51072404
If you would like any further information, or are interested in helping pilot the system
please contact Ross Atkin at ross.atkin@network.rca.ac.uk
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